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The increasing attractiveness and efficiency of computer-
aided design techniques have established a need for
reasonably accurate computer models of all types of
engineering systems. The design of multivariable control-
lers, in particular, requires the availability of state
information about a system which is not available from
conventional transfer function simulations. A number of
computer models of marine boilers have been proposed
[1,2,3,4]. All of these efforts share one or more of the
following features:
a. Lumped parameters are used.
b. Bubble formation effects with respect to shrink and
swell are not modeled.
c. The furnace screen and main riser bank are lumped
together as are their respective downcomers [1,3,4].
d. The model is linearized using a Taylor expansion
or perturbation technique [3]
.
Use of lumped parameters is dictated by the need to maintain
computational efficiency, particularly when the model is
used in control system design and optimization schemes.
In the past, effects due to vapor formation in the drum
have not been included due to the lack of a suitable model.
A simple model based on the Rohsenow correlation [5] was
developed for use in the current simulation. However, its
contribution to shrink and swell effects was negligible and
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it was eliminated from the equation set. Regarding the
tube banks, Haraguchi and Akasara [2] split out the various
riser and downcomer loops, including intermediate headers.
Considering the general level of uncertainty inherent in
the correlations used in this model, this appears to be an
excessive degree of complication. A compromise position
was taken in the present effort in that the screen and main
riser bank and their associated downcomers were modeled
separately, but intermediate headers within the screen
circuit were not addressed individually since their configura-
tion varies widely from one boiler to another.
The objective of this thesis was to develop a general,
non-linear model of a Navy boiler for use in simulations
covering the full operating range of the propulsion plant.
However, since a linearized version is normally needed for
multivariable controller design, CENTRL, a computer code
developed locally for use with CSMP models, could be used
to generate linearized state space representations described
by the matrix equations:
This approach would produce linearized representations
covering the entire boiler operating range in a piecewise
18

fashion, rather than attempting to extend the range of
applicability of a single state space or linear model.
Since this author found the notation used in Reference






The single furnace (D-Type) , uncontrolled-superheat
boiler was chosen as the basis for the model since it is
the predominant design in the current U.S. Navy inventory.
The nominal operating pressures range from 600 to 1200 psi,
and all designs are conceptually similar. A basic schematic
is shown in Figure 1. These boilers are typified by
relatively fast response times for use in high speed
maneuvering vessels. This puts heavy emphasis on properly
designed control systems. Manual control of these boilers
is essentially infeasible except under the most favorable
circumstances, e.g. steady steaming at low speeds. Current
conventional control systems used by the Navy are of the
same generic type with relatively minor customization except
in hardware from one installation to the next. These
designs have been based on analog models intended to provide
reasonable dynamic responses for pressure, water level, and
steam flow which are the only state parameters measured by
conventional controllers. Although these control systems
have in general proven satisfactory, there is some indica-
tion [6] that multivariable control systems can effect




A typical boiler of this type, the Combustion Engineering
Type V-2M is shown in Figure 2. The main components of the
boiler are the furnace which is surrounded on all sides
except the floor by screen tubes, the superheater, main
riser banks, economizer, water drum, steam drum, desuper-
heater, downcomers, and screen headers. Navy boilers
do not include air heaters and the only air preheating
which occurs is accomplished by passing the incoming air
over the exhaust stack liner. This procedure generally
produces an air temperature of about 100-130°F for an
ambient of 70°F. In contrast to the boilers used as the
basis for previous models, the desuperheater is located
in the water drum rather than in the steam drum. All of
the steam generated passes through the superheater prior
to being split out as main superheated steam and auxiliary
desuperheated steam.
All of these boilers are of the natural circulation
type. The "throttle valve" was considered to be in the
superheated main steam line.
B. MODEL FLEXIBILITY
The model was designed to be as flexible as possible
to permit its relatively simple adaptation to a particular
boiler. Since the boiler technical manual or equivalent,
the steam and gas tables, and standard engineering hand-
books may be presumed to be available, the model was designed
to utilize data only from these sources for implementation.
21

To convert this input data into the form required by the
model, an interface program was developed to adjust
parameters and determine initial conditions at the operating
point for which the input data were extracted. This
approach was taken to avoid the necessity of redesigning
the model for each operating range or specific boiler
design being considered.
C. ASSUMPTIONS
To permit tractable computation, a number of simplifying
assumptions were made in the formulation of the model;
1. Feed water entering the drum mixes thoroughly with
the drum liquid.
2. No steam generation occurs in the steam drum except
through mass transfer at the water-vapor interface.
3. There is a uniform distribution of heat flux in the
generating tubes
.
4. The mixture of steam and water in the generating
tubes is homogeneous.
5. Quality varies linearly in the generating tubes.
6. Heat losses to the ambient except through the
exhaust gases are neglected.
7. All downcomers and risers in a particular circuit
have the same length as the average length, and the
shapes and diameters are equal. Also the number of
tubes is the same as in the actual boiler.
8. The slip ratio is 1.0 (no slip).
22

Since the feed enters through a long, horizontal feed
pipe, and the drum liquid is in a state of turbulence,
the first assumption is well justified. Although the
second assumption is not strictly correct during transients
when there is a significant change in drum pressure, and
hence saturation temperature, the effect of steam generated
at the drum wall-liquid interface appears to be negligible
based on an analysis of this factor in connection with
this study. The assumption of uniform heat flux is
recommended by Reference [7] as a reasonable alternative
to a stepwise integration over the tube height. The
assumption of a linear change in quality is a consequence
of the assumption of a linear heat load. For a well
designed boiler, heat losses through the casing are small
compared to the total energy generated. The effects of
any such losses will be reflected in small errors in the
computed heat capacities of the gas and in the heat transfer
coefficients. The assumptions regarding tube geometry are
made primarily for computational simplification. The
last assumption regarding slip is not an essential one,
and higher slip ratios could easily be considered if
necessary to the analysis of a particular boiler design.
In addition to these explicitly stated assumptions, those
inherent in the correlations employed in the model formula-





The model was envisioned as an assemblage of control
volumes for which the rates of energy transfer are
described by appropriate equations to obtain the rate of
change of energy storage. The resulting differential
equations were integrated to obtain the "state" of the
system. In this way, the states can be chosen to have
specific physical interpretations. The system is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 3.
The following control volumes were considered in the
model formulation:
1. Riser tube walls
2. Superheater tube walls
3. Economizer mass
4. Desuperheater tube walls
5. Riser fluid (kinetic energy)
6. Riser fluid (thermal energy)
7. Steam drum water volume
8
.
Steam drum steam volume
9. Water drum
10. Furnace
B. FLUE GAS AND COMBUSTION SYSTEM
The flue gas and combustion system is shown schematically
in Figure 4. Heat is carried into the furnace through the
24

sensible heat of the air and fuel, and the heat released
in combustion. Since the fuel-air ratio is relatively
constant, and the fuel and air have relatively constant
inlet temperatures, the sensible heats were lumped with
the heating value of the fuel. The mass flow rate into
the furnace is given by
and the total heat input is
^ft = Gft < Ho
.
The heat transfer to the furnace screen is primarily through
radiation, i.e.,
e = wo. S r&t * v^ fit** * w°\i
"^Rl Nil /oo J V /oo
The heat balance for the mass of flue gas in the furnace is
^
( Met CeiTai ) - Es - E fti - Q^ CuTZl
where the last term represents the heat carried off by the
flue gas. Heat transfer to the remaining tube banks is
primarily through convection. The heat given up by the
flue gas is given by the general relation
^j*s m A Cp AT
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and the heat transfer to the tubes may be estimated with
the Grimson Correlation [8]
Since the physical properties in the above equation do
not change significantly over the expected range of
temperature variations, the correlation is used in the
form
fW = K G,T (.T. -Tw )
Since the tube geometry is not known in advance, an n = 0.6
was used as a reasonable average for most geometries found
in practice. The equations for the tube banks were:
1. Superheater
EfU = Gg. Caio. (Tr.2. -Tai)
Tc<u» (Tft.*. v Taj") I X..0
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2 . Main Bank
3. Economizer
The arithmetic average temperature for the gas was used in
the driving potential AT rather than the log mean
temperature differences (LMTD) , because a comparison of
the results obtained for the two methods indicated the
differences were slight for the temperatures involved and
the simpler average was more computationally efficient.
C. WATER-STEAM CIRCULATION SYSTEM
As is shown in Figure 5, the basic circulation system
consists of the steam drum, water drum or header, and the
riser and downcomer tubes. The driving force for circulation
27

is the difference in density between the riser and down-
comer loops. The pressure loss around the circuit balances
this driving force. For the downcomers, the force balance is
^-^*-3»»'-('^^.^^-f?FZr
for the drum downcomers , and
Tki-T^t - fcwj Whs -(Fj5 -jtJs_+Z7 *ZB *iJ 6ws
Djs 2Ajf &*
for the screen downcomer.
For the risers, the equations are
**-**. (*fc +i)£&- ^.^^y^V*,* £
+ fcuj*W+fri£* £






';/(W V/?s a^ '^i'A
A
for the screen and main bank, respectively. The friction
factors are calculated from [9]
*
•
C/.7V -Zlcj Rki )_
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The friction factors for the risers are multiplied by
Becker's factor [10] to account for two-phase effects
Be i + /to7fi .s&
Pdi
.9t
The relationship between riser and downcomer mass flow
rates is given by the continuity equation
Gw'Sr
The average density in the risers is found from
j* y = T
From the assumption that the quality varies linearly, the
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tr v* +Vf TT^3
^vb t V4 -fe-H-i^
Combining terms and simplifying finally yields
'H-a L J












where VB is the boiling volume, and the last term on the
right accounts for heat added in the non-boiling height
to raise the enthalpy to saturated conditions.
The non-boiling height is obtained from
V
where q is the sensible heat added to the liquid in the
non-boiling height, and q, is the total heat input. The
ratio q /q. is given by
rtw-L- tt»i-
The boiling volume is related to the non-boiling height
by
VB =-^^V
With substitution of the appropriate parameters, the above
equations were applied to both circulation loops.
The mass balance of the water in the steam drum is
—
r~ = Gro 0-*o) +• Gs (.I-**") +• Gt>3 v&wj* -Giur~GAt ws
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and the energy balance is given by
Since all the incoming feed must be passed through the
riser tubes to be heated, an energy balance on the
downcomers gives
— (_ Gruiy- +• Gl*>S ) |4uiJ.





D. WATER-STEAM HEAT TRANSFER
1. Risers
The heat transferred to the riser tubers is used to
bring the incoming flow to saturation conditions in the
non-boiling height, and then generate steam in the remain-
ing portion of the tube. To permit a tractable equation
set, however, the tube walls were assumed to be at a uniform
temperature, and all the heat was assumed to have been
transferred under fully developed flow boiling conditions.
Since the non-boiling height for the main bank was found to
be small, the assumption was reasonable for that circuit.
The non-boiling heights were higher in the screen circuit;
however, the error in temperature introduced was less than
three percent which was deemed an acceptable level. For
fully developed flow boiling, Tong [11] recommends
0. _ ft ?Sq,* Al- 3
Therefore the heat transfer to the risers was given by
Evj3 = £w3 ro\ (-r«,i -lot)
E.v«M = K«H Pol
1
*' 1 CTm3 -Tot) 3





-rr- • E Ri- " Eu*3





The Dittus-Boelter correlation [12] was used to
determine the heat transfer from the steam to the tubes, i.e.,
8
Eoj. a ^dxGoo. (.LiwrtO
The log mean temperature difference was
Lmtq = (J&v- To 3}
(Tdi. - 1W)
_("n>3 -Tws)_
The energy given up by the steam was obtained from
Eot. *» CdxG-oj. (,Toi -T"o3 )
The heat transfer to the water in the drum was
Evul. — VCwx (,lw\y -Tioi)
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The Dittus-Boelter correlation gives the heat
transfer from the tubes to the water as
EvOi - VCtol Gtul* L*\Ti>
LTVW15 =
In.
The heat absorbed by the water was
4 . Superheater
The heat transfer to the steam was given by









The metal temperature was found from
I^C*-^-- Bm.-« c»i
E. PRESSURE DROP CALCULATIONS
For turbulent tube flow, the pressure drop is given
by
Now





AP - * VB -
(^XV
Lumping the constants we get
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r 7-A? ^ C
Therefore the pressure drops in the superheater and





The average densities were found from the ideal gas law
under the assumption that the temperature variation can-
be neglected, i.e., density is a function of pressure only.
This assumption is motivated solely by the need for compu-
tational efficiency. It is reasonable for the desuperheater
since the temperature excursions there are small. Although
errors are larger for the superheater density values, they
are still within accuracy overall limits for the model.
The flow through the throttle value was given by
Gtoh - Cj"?^ Ve.*T
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F. EQUATIONS OF STATE
The following equations, obtained from Reference 113],
were used to determine state properties. Within the range
of pressures for which the model is valid (300-1500 psi)
,
the results were within a few percent of tabular values in
the worst case.
o _. — *-
Y;. k38 - const >4^ + l\3XE-S' I s-t
— V18bE- 8 Te^t
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IV. DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
A. GENERAL
For the model to be useful, it should be possible to
obtain the necessary constants and initial conditions from
the data supplied in the boiler Technical Manual augmented
with reasonable engineering estimates and tabular data from
standard handbooks.
The primary items of interest are heat transfer coeffi-
cients and initial conditions such as steam flow rates, inlet
and outlet temperatures, circulation rates, etc. While
some of these were directly obtainable from the boiler
Technical Manual, others such as tube wall temperatures
and riser exit quality were not. Therefore, a program was
developed to permit the user to enter known data elements
from the Technical Manual and other sources, and to obtain
as an output the necessary values for the constants and
initial conditions to ensure static balance at the speci-
fied operating point.
The basic premise under which the program operates
is that the model equations with all derivatives set to
zero form a determinant set with the addition of several
relations which apply under equilibrium conditions. These
relations are:
a. Riser and downcomer mass flow rates in
each circuit are equal.
39

b. Total steam flow from the boiler equals
the incoming feed flow rate.
c. Total heat transfer to the incoming feed
equals the heat transfer to the screen and the
main bank, and the heat removed from the steam
passing through the desuperheater
.
d. The net mass transfer at the steam liquid
interface in the drum is zero.
B. PROGRAM EQUATIONS
The total heat input to the boiler was given by
jE.$ • Ue*T RsLftAst QB^/sec-^) * F*iu>*ce. Volume (.h 2 )
If the sensible heats of the oil and air are lumped with
the heating value of the fuel, the heating value is
Bo s E& /Gs
The heat absorbed by the furnace screen at steady state
was calculated from
H.p.1 * FufcHAct HeAT ^fcsoa?W C"Btw I sec -ft*)
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Since the flue gas temperature and the screen tube wall
temperatures were provided, the heat transfer coefficient
for radiant heat transfer to the screen could be determined
from
This result holds for the conditions reported in the
manufacturers technical manual. Degredation due to age or
fouling must be accounted for through the use of appropriate
correlations.
With the enthalpy of the feed water at the economizer
outlet and the enthalpy of the steam leaving the dry pipe,
and the change in enthalpy of the steam flowing through the
desuperheater , the heat transfer to the main bank was
calculated from
E&5 * Groi (^t>i-^ w4
N)- e^~ Gt>i ^ HSHeuT -HWo.r) .
The metal temperature of the main bank risers were obtained
by calculating the constant
£>kOd — Amb
1.1 &X* 10 •





ECS / K^M ?6i 3 f +-TD1
The specific heat of the flue gas passing the main bank
was
and the unknown constant in the gas side heat transfer
relation was determined from
Kc? £fc3 / G^ (Tk«.3 -TV3)
In a similar manner, the specific heat of the furnace
flue gas is
Cat ^ C eo - £<vO / (Sii.Tai
and the water side heat transfer coefficient is




The heat transferred in the desuperheater was:
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With this value and the temperature difference the specific
heat of the steam was computed from
Cfci. » Eoi. / G-ol (Tea -~T"&0
The heat transfer coefficient was calculated from the
Dittus-Boelter correlation 111]
*»-K^(i#H'V*
The log mean temperature difference was
almt^ £oy^OJ.^ 62_




§« <=xp { i-rwTD/^-p^^.-rpj)!
With the metal temperature, the water side heat transfer
constant was obtained from
Ku>0. = Eot / CT(v\s — Tuii )
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Analysis of the Economizer is more complicated since it is
a multipass heat exchanger with finned tubes. Additionally,
since we are concerned with energy storage within the metal
of the economizer, the internal and external heat transfer
must be considered separately.
The heat transferred was given by the change in enthalpy
of the feed water, i.e.,
E.u/1. a &oi £v4u*4 — Muoi)
The specific heat of the water was
As in the case of the desuperheater , the inside heat
transfer coefficient was calculated from the Dittus-
Boelter correlation as
From this the LMTD was obtained as
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Finally the metal temperature was determined from
The outside heat transfer constant was




T** 3 - Ifea^
The specific heat of the flue gas passing the economizer
was
£-&i = Ewi. / 6r. C > rc-M -Trw}
The superheater heat transfer was obtained from the change
in enthalpy of the steam, i.e.,
E^» 6H(« IHigr . UoO
With this value and the known metal and gas temperatures,
the specific heat of steam, the specific heat of the flue
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gas passing the superheater, and the inside and outside
heat transfer constants were determined as
where:
and
Cm. = Ebl/GM. CTot-Toi)




T«A1 - CTdi +T(ij) /x-o
The superheater and desuperheater pressure drop constants
were evaluated from the known equilibrium pressures as
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Similarly, the constants used in the calculation of the





Finally the steam value flow constant was computed from
Cj = G&M / (_?0Z fa r )
C. CIRCULATION BALANCE
Since they are not normally provided by the manufacturer,
values for the friction factors, and bend and entrance
loss coefficients must be assumed. The values do not appear
to be particularly critical, and tables found in engineering
handbooks may be used to determine reasonable values for
these parameters.
An iterative procedure must be used to adjust the various
flow values involved to achieve a steady state balance.
Since the riser exit quality for boilers of this type
generally lies in the range of .02 to .04, a starting trial
value for the circulation flow rate may be obtained from:
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where X is the exit quality, E' is the heat transfer to
the riser, G is the flow rate, and HFG is the heat of
vaporization. With this trial value, the following
balancing procedure is used:
1. Set HW2 (Downcomer Enthalpy) = HW1
2. Calculate HWG = HW2 + ED2/G0"
3. Calculate the riser exit quality:
4. Determine the non-boiling height:
Unto. - V4*fc Cl4u,i - v4coO /(Wtol + X U<3 -Www)
5. Compute the average riser density:
6. Obtain the outlet density:
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7. Compute the friction factor:
8. Next the riser loss factor is computed:
9. Finally we may calculate G0':
where C100 is the downcomer loss factor.
10. Compare Go" and G0 ' if equal go on, otherwise
update G0
:
Go = &o'-6o + G
and return to step 2.
11. Assume a trial value for Gs (first pass only) .
12. Compute Xs
:
X* = C6-01 - 6-oXc) /C-s
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13-19 Same as for the main bank, risers. Return to
12 if reiteration necessary.
20. Obtain HW2 ' from:
21. If HW2 1 = HW2 go on, otherwise update HW2
:
and return to step 2.
Upon exit from the iteration loop, equilibrium values
of the flow parameters will have been established. With
these and the previously calculated heat transfer parameters,
the program generates the list of constants and integration
initial conditions required by the dynamic model. The
program listing and a sample output is given in Appendix B.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. OPEN LOOP RESPONSES
The output curves for 10% increases and decreases in
throttle valve opening and fuel flow are given in Figures 6-
33. Ramp inputs of approximately 1.5% per second were used
to simulate flexibility test conditions. Only one input
parameter was varied for each run with all others held
constant. The results were similar to those presented in
[3] and [4] insofar as general trends were concerned. Since
the boilers involved were of widely different geometries
and sizes, a quantitative comparison was not possible.
Since CSMP uses only single precision arithmetic packages
and integration algorithms, the high frequency noise in the
outputs is attributable to the roundoff error inherent in
the wide variations in magnitudes of numbers used in the
model, e.g., quality (order of 0.01) and riser mass flow
rate (order of 1000) . In common with the results of [3]
and [4] , the "swell effect" in response to an increase in
throttle opening is negligible. It should be noted that the
swell exhibited in the data of Whalley [3] is more apparent
than real, inasmuch as the scales in his graphs are very
magnified and the rise is actually only 0.01 inches. The
sudden increase in riser mass flow rate shown in [3] is
also not present in the current model.
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Since "shrink" and "swell" effects are of some concern
to controls designers, an attempt was made to model for
such effects. Four possible causes for the phenomenon
were considered.
1. Homogeneous Nucleation in the Steam Drum Liquid
This effect is caused by a difference between the
saturation temperature corresponding to the actual drum
pressure, and the actual liquid temperature. The super-
heat required for such nucleation is quite high however and
nucleation will occur at the heating surfaces at much lower
superheats. Therefore this was considered to be an unlikely
cause for the effect.
2
.
Nucleate Boiling at the Drum Wall-liquid Interface
The driving force for this phenomenon is also the
temperature difference between the drum surface and the
saturation temperature. Since the temperature difference
will be slight except under large drum pressure excursions,
the impact of this factor should be slight. The Rohsenow
correlation [5] may be solved in terms of a rate of vapor
generation to yield
ii. „ i ^ *I I
3 [U5=M kaV
^ [ C» fcf, Pr/
1
] V V
It was assumed that the vapor formed would be uniformly
distributed bubbles which would rise to the surface with a
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velocity given by [14]
u b
= iVT§T
which is a conservative estimate since interaction effects
tend to increase the rise velocity. The bubble diameter
is given by [14]
T>- -24*
?~ ,S*
This gives U, as .25 ft/sec. The average liquid depth is
15 inches, so the transit time is ~ 5 seconds. The effect
was modeled crudely by assuming the entrained bubble
mass was 5.0(q/hfg) lbm. The impact of this model on shrink
and swell values was negligible, since no large pressure
excursions were developed.
3. Expansion and Contraction of Varpor Bubbles Entrained
in the Riser Fluid
An attempt was made to model this effect by including
the riser tubes in the control volume used as the basis for
liquid level determination. The equation used was
where Ralx and Ra2x are the average riser densities computed
using the specific volume for the saturated vapor corresponding
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to drum pressure, while Ral and Ra2 were computed from
the liquid temperature saturation conditions. The
effects were insignificant.
4. Transient Deviation of Riser and Downcomer Mass
Flow Rates
The small swell effect obtained by Whalley [3]
can be attributed to the temporary increase of riser mass
flow rate over downcomer mass flow rate. The period over
which this imbalance could be sustained is short and would
fail to account for the longer duration of "shrink" and
"swell" effects observed in practice. It may, however
trigger one of the two phase flow instabilities common to
natural circulation loops e.g., flow oscillations [10,13].
The analysis of these effects was not exhaustive, and the
modeling attempts were crude. In the case of the first two,
however, the contribution to swell is probably not signifi-
cant. Modeling difficulties with the latter two effects
precluded any specific conclusions.
B. CONCLUSIONS
As with all simulations, the information available from
the model is extensive. Notably, in this study, main bank
and water-screen circulation values can be separately
evaluated. Hence, the contribution of each of these ele-
ments to overall boiler operational response and efficiency
can be determined.
The model simulates the responses of a Naval boiler
quite well. Unfortunately, open loop data is unavailable
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for the actual boiler and insufficient information was
available to develop a model of the existing LHA-1 control
system as a basis for comparison studies. As such, however,
the model forms a basis upon which future studies involving
modern control system designs can be established. Moreover,
while considerable refinement of the model is possible,
the advantages of greater accuracy must always be weighed
against increased computation costs. In this regard, the
implementation of more efficient integration algorithms
would be particularly beneficial.
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C ThIS FRCGRAM CALCULATES THE CONSTANTS AND INITIAL CjNCITICNS
C FCR a US NAVY D-TYPE pr.ILcP GIVEN THi INPUT DAT* niAINFC PS™
C ThE ECILER TECHNICAL MANUAL. STEAM tael'S, ANC STAN3ARC ENGINE^-
C !NG HANDBOOKS. THE INPUT TATA AR I ENTERED IN NAVE LIST FORMAT.





C OFFNT CPFftATIKG FC INT (PERCENT ) *
C TCTSTM TOTAL STEAN FLCWILB/HRI
C SPFSTM SUPEFHEATEF STEAM FLCW (LB/HR)
C CSFSTM DfSUFERHFAT^D STEAP FlCW (IE/HP)
C PC«UM DRUM PFESSUcc (PSIG)
C SFCT SUPfFHEAT=p CUTLiT TEMPERATL 7C (CEC-F)
C SHCP SUPZRHEATE" Ot'TLiT PRESSLRE (PSIG)
C CSHCT CESUF-RHEAT-q CUTLET T "MP E R i'U? I <C C C-F)
C DSHCP DESUFFPH5AT5P CUTLET FRSSSLP'i (PSIG)
C ECCMT ECGNCKIZ C R F?^C INL.ET TcCFSRATLIR = (CcG- c )
C ECCNOT ECONOMIZER FEEC OUTLET TeMPcRATUR 5: (C C G-F)
C U'TMP AIR INLET "TEMPERATURE TO REGISTERS (FEC-F)
C 1ILTMP OIL TEMPERATURE aT BURNER INLET (QEG- C )
C AI^FLC AIRFLOW RAT = (LP/HR)
C 11LFLO CIL FLOW RAT C (LB/HR)
C XCSAIP EXC C SS AIP (PERCENT) *
C DRAFT GRAFT LOSS (IN-H20I
C TGiSSC FLU C GiS T5r NP r RATURH LEAVING SC^EFN <C n G-F)
C TGASSH FLU: GAS T«MP=SATdR= LEAVING SUPERHEATER (CEG-F)
C TGASMB FLUE GAS TE^PEFATURE LEAVING MAIN FANK (O^G-F)
C TGASEC FLUE GAS TEMPERATURE LEAVING cCGNOMI2"R (DcG-F)
C TSCRN SCRF.FN TUBE WALL T EMP~R ATL C E (HEG-F)
C TSFhTR SUPEFHEA T ER TUBE WALL TE f- FE F. ATUR' <C r:G-F)
C HPFVOL FEA^ RELEASE (KSTJ/HR/CU FT ojPNACE VCLU'-*E)
C FhAS FURNACE HEA T ABSORBTICN (KETU/HR/SQ F T P40IAKT HMT
C ABSORBING AREA)
C




C 0TL3SC AVERAGE INSIDE DIAMETER OF SCREEN TUBES (IN)
C LAVSC AVERAGE LENGTH OF SCREEN TLEE (FT)
C NTLBSC NUMBER OF SCREEN TUBES
C RHiSSC RADIANT HEAT AESORBING AREA OF FURNACE SCREcN (SC FT)





C AGEASH TOTAL SUPERHEATER HEAT TRANSFER ARFA (SC FT)





C DTU5M8 AVERAGE INSIDE DIAMETER OF VAIN BANK TUB-!S (IN)
C LAVMB AVERAGE: LENGTH PF MAIN BANK TUBE (IN)
C NTL6MB NUMBER OG MAIN BANK TUBES
C MASSMB TOTAL WEIGHT CG MAIN BANK TUBES (LB)





C DTL3EC INSirr CIAfFTEF OF ECONOMIZER TUB'S(IM)
C NPASSE NUMBER OF Tijpg PASSES
C NTL2EC NUMBER OF TUBES PER PASS
C LTUBEC AVERAGE LENGTH OH ECJNJMIZER TUBE (FT)















































































































AVERAGE DIAf'ETER OF DRUM CCUNCOM-R TLeES (IN)
AVERAGE LENGTH OF CRUM OCHNCOMER T UR r (FT)
NUMBER OF CPUM DOWNCOM=R TLe=S
AVERAG C IMS1DF CIAMtTER CF FEAC'R CONCCHSfi (IN)
AVERAGE LENGTH CF HJ-AD£R CC WNCOMF.R (FT)
NUMBER OF HEACER DCWNCOM^RS
CIAMETER OF STEAM CRLN (INI
LENGTH O c 5TEAM DRUM (FT)
CIAMfTSR OF WAT C R DRUM (IN)
LENGTH OF WATER DRUM (FT)
FZIGFT OF NORMAL WATER LEVEL ABOV" BENCH MARK (FT)
HEIGHT OF HEADER (SCREEN) ABOVE BENCH MARK (FT)
HEIGHT OF WAT-F. DRUM ABOVE BENCH MA°K (FT)
FURNACE VOLUME (CU FT)
CHOICE OF B C NCH MARK IS ARBITRARY
ECONCMIZ1R CUT LET ENTHALPY (BTU/LBM)
DESUF rRHEATFR CUTLET ENTHALPY (3TU/LEM)
ENTHALPY OF ECONOMIZER. FFEC INLE T (Bfl'/L^M)
ENTHALPY OF ECONOMIZER FEEC OUTLET (ETL/LBM)
THERMAL CONCUCTIVITY C>= WATER ( S T U/ F R . F"r . CE G- F )
PRANCTL NUMBER F jR WATcR
KINEMATIC VISCCSITY FOR wATER (LBM/Ff-SEC )
THERNAL CONCLiC T I VI TY FOR STEAM ( BTU/HR .FT. C3 G- F)
PRANCTL NUMBER FOR STEAM
KINEMATIC VISCCSITY FOR STEAM (LB^/FT-JEC)
SUPiPHEATER CUTLtT DENSITY (LBM/CU FT)
CESUPrRHEATFR CUTLET DENSITt (LBM/CL FT)
DENSITY OF FLUE GAS AT TGASSC (LBM/CL FT)
(1) EVALUATED AT AVERAGE ECONOMIZER IcATSR Tc V F ER A t t_ P
'



























ROUGHNESS RATICM (SAND EQUIVALENT
ROUGHNESS FATIC (SAND EQUIVALENT)
ROUGHNESS PATIO (SANC EQUIVALENT)
ROUGHNESS RATIC (SAND ECLIVALENT)
SCREEN T UBE ENTRANCE LDSS
SCREEN TUEE BEND LOSS
MAIN BANK FNTPANCE LOSS
MAIN BANK EEND LOSS FACTCR
CRUM OOWNCCMER ENTRANCE LCSS FAC T OR
DRUM DTWNCOcR BEND LCSS FACTOR
HEADER DOWNC<"Mcp. ENTRANCE LCSS "=AC T OF
HEADER DCWNCCMER dENC LOSS FACT1R
) FCR SCREEN TU B '" 3
CF MAIN EANK TUEE





















































































































































HW6 ,C-W2,TW3, GL,CE ,GC2 ,GC10, V : KT
E»RAl>CfRA2X0fGWFC.GnSC
R,LR»CP,LR1,AS,LS,CS»LS1»LCR,ADR
S»HNBS iJOS »MM , Mf>2 ,MM3,MM4,MM5 .FX=i



































































































































































FM = EX P { 0. 26452 *AL0G< PCD <4.467C6)






















EB*HRFVOL*FURVC 1*1000. C/3 600.0




AS = FHCTUBSC**2*NTUBSC/( 4.0*144.0)
VS=AS*LAVSC
MKlaM/SSSSC













ACR = NTUBDD*tPI* (C7UBDC /2 4 .0 )**2 )
ACS=N7tEHC*<PI*<CTUBFC/24.0)**2)
VCR=(PI*DSTKOM**2/(4.0*144) )*LSTMDN











































CALCULATE LCWER HEATING VALUE OF FUEL CIL
HO=EB/GB
CCNPLTE STOICHICNETRIC AIR/FUEL RATIC
CSL=(1.0-XCSAIR )*GL/GB
RACIATION HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
KFl=EFl/( ((TRIO -«460.0 )/ 100.0 J**4-( (TM K+460. )/ 10C.0)**4 )
CCNPUTE HEAT TRANS CC R TO THE CAIN TL5E BANK
eP2=CCl*(HDl-HW4)-GD2*(HSFOUT-H0SOUTI-ERl
COMPUTE MAIN BANK AVERAGE METAL TSMPEFATUR5
KV>4a(l.C/l. 782?C6)*ARE^ME
TN20=(ER3/(KW4*FD1**(4. 0/3.0) ))**(! C/E.0J+TD1
CCNPLTE VAIN BANK GAS SICE FEAT TRANSFER
KP3=EP3/((ITP2+TR^)/2.G-TM30)*GR* A .6)
CCNPU7E SCREEN EANK WATER SIDE h£AT TSANS C
KW2=£Pl/( (PD1** (4.0/3.0) )*17M10-T01 )**3)






























































































































AT OF STEAK AT
SHOUT-HDSCLT) )
2*(SH0T-DSHCT)





















































URE CIFFERENCE FCR THE DE SL F ERH E AT ER
ETAL TEfFERATURE
S)
— X X X X " )
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT




















C CCMPUTE LOSS COEFFICIENTS FOR DCWNCCfERS
C




C ITERATIVE PROCECURE FCP BALANCING CIRCULATTCN LCCFS
C






C START FIRST ITERATICN LOOP
C





HNeR=HXR*AMAXH (HW1-HW6) »0.0)/( (HWl +XC*HFG)-f-h6 I
LXR=H>R-HNBR
RA1= ( (LXP./( XO*VFG) ) i ALCG((XO*VFG)/VF«l."))+RW*HNER)/HXR
ROl.C/l VF+XO*VFG)
FR = ( 1.0/ ( 1.74-2.0*ALOG10(KSDM3J I )**2*< 1.0+16C78 .58* (XO/FC1) **.?fc
1
. PSIMB = (FP.*LR/CR-»1.0)*FAl/(2.0*AR**2*RC-**2)+Z5/(2.CHAR**2*RW) +$Z4/(2.C*AR-*2*RC)
GOX=SCRT((RW-RA1J*HXR*G/(C130+PSIMB) )
400 FCRMAT(1H0,G15.5)
C IF CHECK VALUE EQUALS INITIAL GUESS, CCNTINU*?; ELS C REITERATE
IF (AeS(GO-G0XI.LT..Ol (GO TO 2
GCMGCX-GC) /2.C + G0
GC TQ 1
C













PSISC = (FS*LS/DS-«1.0)*PA2/(2.0*AS**2*PS**2)+Z5/(2.C*AS**2*Rfc) +$Z6/(2.C*AS**2*RS)
GSXsSCRT({RW-RA2)*HXS*G/(C101+PSISC J J
C IF CHtCK VALUE EQUALS INITIAL GUESS, CONTINUE ELSE REITERATE.




C START THIRO ITERATICN LOOP
C
2 hk2X=(GW2/(GS + GC) ) * (H Y^-HV,\ ) +HW 1
C IF CHECK VALUE EQUALS INITIAL GUESS, CCNTINUE; ELSP REITERATE.



































































































(7, CON ST 3)
(7,CCNST4)
(7,CC.MST5)
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